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Abstract 

Multi-phase simulation methods have dramatically sped 

up the calculation of climate-based daylighting metrics 

(CBDMs). This advance enables modern green building 

standards like LEED, WELL, and EN 17037 to require 

annual daylighting calculations at a fine resolution 

across a building’s floorplate. However, as parallel ray 

tracing increases in speed, the matrix multiplication step 

in multi-phase methods has emerged as a bottleneck to 

delivering fast simulation results. 

This paper describes a new calculation method for 

annual daylighting simulation based on vectorization. 

Vectorization allows a computer to perform simple 

operations on large amounts of data simultaneously. We 

use the NumPy library in Python to vectorize multiple 

steps in the calculation of spatial daylight autonomy 

(sDA) and annual renderings for glare as example 

CBDMs. We also show that NumPy can manipulate 

large high dynamic range (HDR) images. 

Introduction 

Climate-based daylighting metrics (CBDMs) quantify 

daylight availability and visual comfort by aggregating 

data during all occupied hours during a year. Rather than 

run several thousand point-in-time simulations, modern 

CBDM calculation is based on one of several multi-

phase methods, described in detail by Subramaniam 

(2017). At their core, all multi-phase methods rely on the 

same strategy: Ray tracing performed with RADIANCE 

(Larson & Shakespeare, 1998) is used to calculate 

factors that relate light emitted from a set of sources to 

light reaching a set of destinations. These are then 

multiplied by a matrix representing source brightness to 

determine radiance or irradiance reaching a destination. 

Several investigations have sought to speed up parts of 

the CBDM calculation process. Zuo, et al. (2013) 

attempted to speed up the matrix multiplication step 

using graphics processing unit (GPU) parallelism. 

However, subsequent optimizations of the serial 

RADIANCE code surpassed the speed of GPU calculation, 

and as ray tracing was seen as the bottleneck, little 

attention was paid to improving the performance of the 

matrix multiplication step. Only after later work to 

parallelize the ray tracing step on the GPU did the speed 

of matrix multiplication again become the bottleneck 

(Jones & Reinhart, 2017). 

Recently, various Python libraries have been developed 

for multi-phase methods, including frads (Wang & 

Ward, 2019; Wang, et al., 2021) and Honeybee 

(Ladybug Tools, 2022). While these tools mainly 

provide access to existing RADIANCE programs for 

multi-phase simulation, frads provides an option to 

multiply matrices using a fast alternative to traditional 

computing parallelism called vectorization. Its use of 

vectorization, implemented using the NumPy library in 

Python, is limited to the matrix multiplication step and 

applies only to illuminance calculations. 

This paper evaluates the capacity of NumPy to speed up 

a variety of post-processing steps frequently involved in 

RADIANCE simulation. We selected NumPy because it 

offers low-level support for working with large multi-

dimensional arrays. We measure the speedup in 

calculating spatial daylight autonomy (sDA, a CBDM), 

in multi-phase rendering for annual daylight glare 

probability (DGP) calculations, and for manipulation of 

large high dynamic range (HDR) image files. Our 

implementation uses only standard Python libraries in 

Anaconda 4.10.3, making it easily portable. 

Our purpose is to point out that new computational 

techniques create major time savings and to encourage 

building simulation users to become more familiar with 

the Python language. Python has the advantage of being 

widely used by and taught to new programmers. It ranks 

as the most searched for programming language on 

Google, having surpassed Java in 2018 (Carbonnelle, 

2022). Python already underlies RADIANCE utilities such 

as falsecolor2 and wxfalsecolor (Bleicher, 2015). This 

can help to make RADIANCE accessible to a new 

generation of building performance simulationists. 
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Background 

In this section, we describe the typical process of 

calculating CBDMs and the relevance of vectorization. 

CBDM Calculation 

CBDMs describe the daylighting potential of a space 

over all occupied hours based on geometric, material, 

and weather parameters (Mardaljevic, 2006). They are 

generally expressed as the fraction of time in which light 

levels maintain a given range at some location, or the 

fraction of occupied area achieving that range. For 

example, spatial daylight autonomy (sDA) represents the 

fraction of occupied space that receives at least 300 lux 

for at least 50% of occupied hours (IESNA, 2012). 

Daylighting credits in the LEED (USGBC, 2013) and 

WELL (IWBI, 2016) building standards are related to 

sDA performance. Similarly, daylight glare probability 

(DGP) may be calculated for each occupied hour based 

on rendered images, and EN 17037 (CEN, 2018) requires 

DGP below 40% for 95% of occupied hours.  

Rather than calculate light levels iteratively for each 

studied sky condition, CBDMs are computed by adding 

together contributions from each sky patch acting as a 

light source. The contribution relative to the patch 

brightness, called a daylight coefficient, need only be 

calculated once, and is scaled for each sky condition. 

Done annually, this involves the matrix product: 

 𝐼 = 𝐷𝑆 (1) 

where D is the matrix of daylight coefficients (storing 

one row per sensor point or image pixel and one column 

per sky patch) and S is the sky matrix (storing one row 

per sky patch and one column per hour of the year). The 

resulting I matrix stores hourly irradiance or radiance 

levels for each point or pixel, respectively. This 

calculation method is often referred to as the two-phase 

method. 

Increased accuracy to capture the effect of intervening 

geometry and hard shadows from direct sunlight is 

achieved with additional matrices. The three-phase 

method introduces a view matrix V and transmission 

matrix T that may be swapped out to quickly modify 

room and façade properties without recalculating 

environmental contributions: 

 𝐼 = 𝑉𝑇𝐷𝑆 (2) 

In the five-phase method, low-resolution solar 

contributions are removed and replaced with direct 

lighting calculated at a different resolution: 

 𝐼 = 𝑉𝑇𝐷𝑆 − 𝑉𝑑𝑇𝐷𝑑𝑆𝑑𝑠 + 𝐶𝑑𝑠𝑆𝑠𝑢𝑛 (3) 

Subramaniam (2017) provides definitive explanations of 

these and other CBDM calculation methods. In practice, 

various RADIANCE programs calculate the input 

matrices, and the multiplication step is carried out 

serially with dctimestep. 

Array Programming and Vectorization 

Modern computer processors can execute certain 

commands simultaneously on elements of an array. 

Unlike other forms of parallel computing, where 

independent computing cores work on separate and 

potentially unrelated computations simultaneously, array 

processing allows a single thread to apply an instruction 

simultaneously to multiple data on a single core. 

Vectorization refers to the manual or automated 

conversion of an algorithm from a serial process to a 

simultaneous array-based one (Wolfe, 1995). 

The implementation of array processing in computer 

hardware may vary from one processor architecture to 

the next. The Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms 

(BLAS) specification allows vectorized software to run 

on any processor that conforms to its widely adopted 

standard (Blackford, et al., 2002). For example, if a 

processor core has registers for 32 floating-point values, 

then an operation specified by BLAS will execute 32 

times faster than a serial implementation. 

In Python, BLAS routines may be accessed through the 

open-source NumPy (2021) library. NumPy also 

provides data structures and convenience functions for 

working with large and multi-dimensional arrays, as well 

as multi-core parallel implementations for certain 

functions. Aside from our own work, frads is the only 

library of which we are aware that applies NumPy to 

RADIANCE calculations. 

Method 

We use NumPy vectorization to speed up CBDM and 

HDR calculations. In this section, we describe our 

approach to two cases, one based on simulated 

illuminance sensors, and the second based on rendered 

images. We use the two-phase method in our examples 

for simplicity, although this method may trivially be 

extended to three- and five-phase calculations. 

Spatial Daylight Autonomy  

The definitions of CBDMs typically imply a serial 

calculation method involving nested loops. After 

calculating hourly illuminance at each sensor point (with 

dctimestep), the simulation program would first loop 

over the points of the grid, and for each point would loop 

over the hours of the year. We use sDA as an example of 

our vectorization process, ignoring use of blinds for 

simplicity. The same could be done for annual sunlight 

exposure (ASE) (IESNA, 2012), useful daylight 

illuminance (UDI) (Nabil & Mardaljevic, 2005), or any 

other illuminance-based metric. 
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In eschewing serial calculations, our first challenge is to 

read RADIANCE output from rcontrib and gendaymtx into 

NumPy data structures. RADIANCE uses a standard 

format for tabular data that includes an optional header 

followed by text or binary values in row-major order. 

Algorithm 1 presents a process for reading such files. We 

make the following observations: 

• The file header, containing information such as 

matrix dimensions and format, is added to a Python 

dictionary using a loop. The presence of a header 

simplifies the process from a user perspective. If the 

header is absent, the user must provide this 

information to Python in a different way. 

• We read the data from the file using fromfile, a 

NumPy convenience function that outputs a one-

dimensional array that we later reshape to the 

dimensions indicated by the header. This avoids the 

use of loops in reading the data, but reading the file 

is still a serial process that does not involve BLAS. 

• Our timings are based on reading RADIANCE output 

stored in single-precision floating point format. 

While text-based ASCII format is RADIANCE’s 

default behavior, binary floating-point output files 

can be read faster and, unless the data is mainly 

small integers, are generally smaller in size. 

• Our example code does not include error checking. 

When used in production code, the program must 

validate that the file contains data in the correct 

format and catch exceptions that could be raised 

when reading malformed files. 

• The output of the function is a three-dimensional 

array, with the inner-most dimension storing the red, 

green, and blue channel values for each matrix 

element. 

Now that we can read the files, we proceed to the sDA 

calculation in Algorithm 2. This algorithm contains no 

loops; daylight levels for every hour of the year are 

computed simultaneously using vectorization. To 

achieve this, we apply several NumPy matrix operations: 

• We use NumPy dot products to multiply the daylight 

coefficient and sky matrices separately for each 

color channel. While it may seem counterintuitive to 

split the three-dimensional arrays into separate two-

dimensional arrays for each color channel, doing so 

proves to be faster than attempting the matrix 

multiplication on the original matrices, using 

NumPy’s matmul or einsum methods for example. 

Algorithm 1 Reading tabular RADIANCE files 
1 import numpy as np 

2 def readRadiance(file_path): 

3     with open(file_path, 'rb') as reader: 

4         # Read the file header 

5         header = {} 

6         for line in reader: 

7             decoded = line.decode('ascii').strip() 

8             if len(decoded) == 0: # end of header 

9                 break 

10             entries = decoded.split('=', 1) 

11             if len(entries) == 2: 

12                 header.update({entries[0].strip(): entries[1].strip()}) 

13         # Interpret header values 

14         nrows = int(header['NROWS']) 

15         ncols = int(header['NCOLS']) 

16         ncomp = int(header['NCOMP']) 

17         format = header['FORMAT'].lower() 

18         # Read data from file 

19         if format == 'ascii': 

20             data = np.fromfile(reader, dtype=np.float32, sep=' ') 

21         elif format == 'float': 

22             data = np.fromfile(reader, dtype=np.float32) 

23         elif format == 'double': 

24             data = np.fromfile(reader, dtype=np.float64) 

25         # Count rows if the information was not provided 

26         if nrows == 0: 

27             nrows = data.size // (ncols * ncomp) 

28         # Reshape input to matrix 

29         if ncomp == 1: 

30             data = data.reshape(nrows, ncols) 

31         else: 

32             data = data.reshape(nrows, ncols, ncomp) 

33     return data 
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• In the calculation of irradiance (line 7), each of r, g, 

and b is a two-dimensional array, with 

multiplication and addition steps implicitly carried 

out by NumPy using BLAS. This calculation could 

be replaced by a dot product operation, also using 

BLAS, but element-wise addition and multiplication 

turns out to be faster. 

• If both the daylight coefficient and sky matrix values 

are known to be grayscale, then illuminance may be 

more quickly calculated as 179 lumens/Watt 

multiplied by the dot product of the green channels 

only, with the other color channels ignored. 

• The occupancy schedule created on line 9 and 10 is 

aware of daylight saving time in the indicated time 

zone. 

• In this example, we calculate spatial daylight 

autonomy on line 12 with a simple arithmetic mean. 

However, if the sensors are not uniformly spaced, 

we could take an area-weighted mean, which is itself 

a dot product of the values and their areas, calculated 

using BLAS. 

Using the three- or five-phase methods, the calculation 

of r, g, and b becomes a linear combination with 

additional terms. ASE, UDI, and other CBDMs may be 

computed by varying the thresholds in lines 11 and 12. 

We can automatically calculate multiple CBDMs in the 

same calculation routine, often without repeating the 

matrix multiplication steps. 

Annual Renderings 

Annual visual comfort calculations often require 

individual renderings to be created for each occupied 

hour during the year. In cases without specular reflection 

or light-redirecting fenestration systems, imageless 

calculations offer a fast alternative (Jones, 2019). In 

other cases, we use multi-phase rendering, where 

rcontrib creates HDR images of the contribution from 

each sky patch to scene lighting. 

RADIANCE creates HDR images in binary run-length 

encoded red-green-blue-exponent (RLE RGBE) format. 

We based our approach to reading and writing RLE 

RGBE HDR files on the efficient serial implementation 

by Walter (1999). Algorithm 3 reads HDR files using 

NumPy methods, and a similar approach (not shown) 

may be used to write them. 

• Although the format is called RLE, not all HDR files 

use run-length encoding for compression. Whether 

an HDR file uses run-length encoding can be 

determined only from the binary pixel data and is not 

reflected in the header. Adopting RADIANCE 

terminology, we refer non-run-length encoded files 

as flat files. HDR files written by rcontrib are flat. 

• Conversion of 32-bit RGBE values to floating-point 

RGB triplets (or the reverse) can be done in parallel 

because pixel values are independent of each other. 

NumPy provides an efficient method for this 

conversion. 

• Our method uses a single thread. We could gain 

additional speedup by delegating each scanline to a 

different thread using multi-core parallelism. 

However, we limit ourselves in this paper to the 

speedup achieved by vectorization, and instead loop 

through the scanline rows. 

With the ability to read and write HDR images, we can 

now vectorize annual image rendering. Algorithm 4 

presents our method. 

• The four-dimensional dc array is essentially a stack 

of HDR images, one per sky patch, with the inner-

most dimension holding the color channels. To 

support matrix multiplication, we reduce the 

dimensionality of the array by converting each 

image to a single row of length width × height. 

• To keep each input and output image in a congruent 

block of memory, we do not calculate Equation 1 

directly. Instead, we calculate its transpose: 

 𝐼𝑇 = 𝑆𝑇𝐷𝑇 (4) 

Algorithm 2 Calculation of spatial daylight autonomy 
1 import pandas as pd 

2 smx = readRadiance('path_to.smx') # name of sky matrix file 

3 dc = readRadiance('path_to.dc') # name of daylight coefficient file 

4 r = np.dot(dc[:,:,0], smx[:,:,0]) 

5 g = np.dot(dc[:,:,1], smx[:,:,1]) 

6 b = np.dot(dc[:,:,2], smx[:,:,2]) 

7 irradiance = 0.265 * r + 0.67 * g + 0.065 * b 

8 illuminance = irradiance * 179 

9 date_range = pd.date_range(start='1/1/2019 00:30', end='12/31/2019 23:59', freq='H', 

     tz='US/Eastern') 

10 schedule = (date_range.hour >= 8) & (date_range.hour < 18) 

11 da = np.count_nonzero(illuminance[:,schedule] >= 300, axis=1) / len(schedule) 

12 sda = np.mean(da > 0.5) 
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• The resulting irradiance array, which we reshape to 

four dimensions, is essentially a stack of images 

corresponding to hourly sky conditions. 

The output images may be analyzed with another 

program such as evalglare for visual comfort analysis. 

Typically, this would require post-processing of the 

evalglare output to produce annual metrics. A custom 

analysis method could also be implemented in Python, 

obviating the need to save the output images and run 

additional post-processing. 

Results 

We compared the speed of calculations using NumPy to 

the same calculations using RADIANCE methods. We 

tested these calculations on a 2.7 GHz Intel® Core™ i7-

10850H CPU with 32 GB RAM and a 512 GB KIOXIA 

solid state drive. To minimize random variation, we ran 

each test ten times and report the average timings here. 

The model for our two-phase method tests is the 

hypothetical office shown in Figure 1. The model 

contains no surroundings, which reduces ray tracing time 

Algorithm 3 Reading HDR images 
1 def readRadianceImage(file_path): 

2     with open(file_path, 'rb') as reader: 

3         # Read the file header 

4         header = {} 

5         for line in reader: 

6             decoded = line.decode('ascii').strip() 

7             if len(decoded) == 0: # end of header 

8                 break 

9             entries = decoded.split('=', 1) 

10             if len(entries) == 2: 

11                 header.update({entries[0].strip(): entries[1].strip()}) 

12         # Interpret header values 

13         exposure = float(header['EXPOSURE']) 

14         # Read resolution string 

15         decoded = reader.readline().decode('ascii').strip() 

16         entries = decoded.split() 

17         rows = int(entries[1]) 

18         cols = int(entries[3]) 

19         out = np.zeros((rows, cols, 3), dtype=np.float32) 

20         # Read image data 

21         rgbe = np.fromfile(reader, dtype=np.ubyte) 

22         ptr = 0 

23         for row in range(rows): 

24             if rgbe[ptr] != 2 or rgbe[ptr + 1] != 2 or rgbe[ptr + 2] & 0x80: 

25                 # Not run length encoded 

26                 scanline_buffer = rgbe[ptr:ptr + cols * 4].reshape((cols, 4)) 

27                 ptr += cols * 4 

28             else: 

29                 # Run length encoded 

30                 scanline_width = rgbe[ptr + 2] << 8 | rgbe[ptr + 3] 

31                 scanline_buffer = np.empty(scanline_width * 4, dtype=np.ubyte) 

32                 i = 0 

33                 ptr += 4 

34                 while i < scanline_buffer.size: 

35                     if rgbe[ptr] > 128: # A run of the same value 

36                         count = rgbe[ptr] - 128 

37                         scanline_buffer[i:i + count] = rgbe[ptr + 1] 

38                         i += count 

39                         ptr += 2 

40                     else: # A non-run 

41                         count = rgbe[ptr] 

42                         scanline_buffer[i:i + count] = rgbe[ptr + 1:ptr + 1 + count] 

43                         i += count 

44                         ptr += 1 + count 

45                 scanline_buffer = scanline_buffer.reshape((4, scanline_width)).T 

46             # Convert data from buffer into floats 

47             n = scanline_buffer[:,3].nonzero()[0] 

48             if n.size > 0: 

49                 f = np.ldexp(1.0, scanline_buffer[n, 3].astype(np.int32) - (128 + 8),  

                     dtype=np.float32) 

50                 out[row, n, :] = scanline_buffer[n, :3] * f[..., np.newaxis] 

51     return out / exposure 
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but has no effect on matrix multiplication speed. For 

sDA calculations, we applied three analysis grids (at 10-

ft, 2-ft, and 1-ft spacings) with 52, 659, and 2360 sensor 

points. We also used three Reinhart sky subdivisions 

(MF1 with 145 patches, MF2 with 577 patches, and MF4 

with 2305 patches). For annual renderings, we selected a 

single east-facing fisheye view from the center of the 

room to render 256 × 256-pixel images using MF2. 

Because our timings do not include ray tracing steps, 

they are dependent only on the number of sensors or 

pixels and the level of sky subdivision, and not on model 

complexity. 

 

Figure 1 Open plan office used for tests 

Spatial Daylight Autonomy Speedup 

The matrix multiplications carried out with dctimestep 

varied between 0.85 seconds for the sparsest grid and sky 

subdivision to 260 seconds with the densest grid and sky 

subdivision. The same calculations take 0.02 and 1.30 

seconds using NumPy. Using only the green channel to 

calculate grayscale values, simulation time is reduced to 

0.65 seconds for the densest iteration. The speedup factor 

achieved in each case appears in Figure 2 for three-

channel and grayscale calculations. The speedup 

increases as the numbers of sensor points and sky 

patches increase. Bear in mind also that the NumPy 

timings include sDA calculation, which for dctimestep 

must be done by a separate program at the cost of 

additional time. 

 

Figure 2 Speedup factor achieved using NumPy 

compared to dctimestep, with three-channel 

calculations represented by filled squares and 

grayscale calculations by open squares 
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Algorithm 4 Calculation of images for annual visual comfort 
1 width = height = 256 # pixel dimensions of images output from rcontrib 

2 channels = 3 # number of color channels 

3 smx = co.readRadiance('path_to.smx') # name of sky matrix file 

4 patches = smx.shape[0] # number of sky patches recorded in the sky matrix file 

5 hours = smx.shape[1] # number of sky conditions recorded in the sky matrix file 

6 # Daylight coefficient images 

7 dc = np.empty((patches, height, width, channels), dtype=np.float32) 

8 for patch in range(patches): 

9     dc[patch] = readRadianceImage('path_to/patch_%04d.hdr' % patch) 

10 # Do matrix multiplication 

11 dc = dc.reshape((patches, width * height, channels)) 

12 smx = smx.T # transpose the matrix 

13 r = np.dot(smx[0], dc[:,:,0]) 

14 g = np.dot(smx[1], dc[:,:,1]) 

15 b = np.dot(smx[2], dc[:,:,2]) 

16 irradiance = np.dstack((r, g, b)).reshape((hours, height, width, channels)) 

17 # Save output files 

18 for hour in range(hours): 

19     writeRadianceImage(irradiance[hour], 'path_to/hour%04d.hdr' % hour) 
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Annual Rendering Speedup 

Creating 8760 hourly images via the two-phase method 

took 2,558 seconds (43 minutes) using dctimestep. The 

same process took 160 seconds (2.7 minutes) using 

NumPy. This corresponds to a 16-fold speedup. Table 1 

breaks the computation time down by step and per output 

image. The latter metric may be useful for sky matrix 

files that contain more or less than 8760 sky conditions. 
 

Table 1 Rendering time for hourly images 

Program Step 
Total 

Time (s) 

Time per 

Image (s) 

Python 

Read SMX 0.031 — 

Read HDR 2.391 0.0003 

Multiplication 10.83 0.0012 

Write HDR 146.8 0.0168 

Total 160.1 0.0183 

dctimestep  2,558 0.2920 
 

File writing takes 92% of the total execution time for the 

NumPy process. If the image results can be used within 

Python for subsequent calculations so that HDR output 

is not required, then the process takes 13.3 seconds, 193 

times faster than dctimestep. 

HDR Image Manipulation 

To demonstrate the efficiency of Python in working with 

large images, we captured a 30-megapixel (6720 × 4480 

pixel) HDR photograph using a Canon EOS R camera 

(Figure 3). The image, created by merging seven 

bracketed exposures with hdrgen, has a file size of 91.3 

MB using RLE compression, or 117.6 MB saved flat. 

This is roughly 400 times the file size of the images used 

in our annual rendering study and large enough to throw 

a memory error when opened in wxfalsecolor. The image 

itself spans over four 4K monitors. 
 

 

Figure 3 The photograph used for the study is shown 

here with reduced resolution and tone mapping 

performed in Python 

We timed several operations using our code and standard 

Python libraries: reading and writing the HDR image in 

compressed and flat format, tone mapping the image 

with gamma correction to produce low dynamic range 

(LDR) images using floating-point (in the range 0 to 1) 

or integer (in the range 0 to 255) bitmap encodings, and 

converting the LDR images to matplotlib (MPL) format 

for onscreen display (Matplotlib Development Team, 

2021) and Python Imaging Library (PIL) format for 

saving as a JPG (Clark, 2022). Timings for these 

operations are presented in Figure 4. 

  

Figure 4 Timings for operations on a 6720 × 4480-

pixel HDR image 

Generally, loading and saving an image this size takes 

more than two seconds, although working with flat files 

results in significant time savings. Tone mapping takes 

less than two seconds. Displaying the tone mapped 

images using MPL or PIL takes less than one second. 

Discussion 

Daylighting designers often treat RADIANCE programs as 

black boxes that, if strung together in the correct order, 

produce useful results. Working with daylighting data 

directly in a commonly used language like Python, new 

and creative uses and metrics are possible. We have 

already explored using this data to calculate annual 

metrics for: 

• Daylight uniformity in open floorplans 

• Daily light integral (DLI) for plant nurseries 

• Equivalent melanopic lux (EML) in factories 

• Mean radiant temperature (MRT) for use in 

calculating predicted mean vote (PMV) 

• Solar contribution for calculating universal thermal 

climate index (UTCI) 

Additionally, the ability to process large images could 

lead to new approaches to visual comfort study and new 
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applications for HDR imagery. Visual comfort studies 

based on 30-megapixel or larger images could more 

precisely identify the size and intensity of glint and glare 

sources, including specular highlights. HDR imagery 

could also be used directly in machine learning 

applications, including object and face recognition. 

The most time-consuming part of our workflows is 

saving files. If post-processing such as the visual comfort 

calculations in evalglare were performed in Python, 

saving images could made unnecessary, yielding another 

order of magnitude time savings. Image compression 

using RLE slows both reading and writing images. We 

could use Python’s multiprocessing capabilities do 

perform scanline compression in parallel on multiple 

cores before writing the file. However, given that disk 

space has decreased in cost by roughly six orders of 

magnitude since the development of RADIANCE 

(Komorowski, 2014), the space savings from using RLE 

may no longer be worth the time cost. 

Conclusion 

We demonstrated a two-order-of-magnitude speedup in 

the matrix multiplication step of CBDM calculation 

compared to RADIANCE. Using NumPy vectorization, it 

is possible to achieve a 200-fold speedup in two-phase 

method multiplication (400-fold for grayscale 

calculations). A similar speedup is possible for image-

based annual visual comfort if image files are not saved. 

We also demonstrated that large HDR files (on the order 

of 30 megapixels) can be manipulated using NumPy and 

other common Python libraries. This opens the door to 

many applications of HDR photography. High-

resolution imagery may allow more detailed glare 

analysis. 

Our study indicates that low-level functions in modern 

computer processors can remove bottlenecks involved in 

CBDM calculations for real buildings. Furthermore, the 

vectorized routines provided by NumPy are generally 

available across all modern computer processors, unlike 

previous GPU-based performance improvements that 

were limited to certain hardware manufacturers. By 

adopting vectorized calculation methods, whether 

through NumPy or other libraries and languages, lighting 

designers and software developers can produce CBDM 

evaluations more quickly for projects at larger scales 

than were practical with previously available tools. This 

is in keeping with the greater goal to encourage accurate 

visual comfort analysis of buildings early in the design 

process when there are more opportunities to positively 

affect building performance. 

License 

The code examples in this publication are provided under 

the terms of the MIT License. If you use or modify them 

in your work, you must credit the author. 
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